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JoyRide Cycling Studio Will Expand to San Antonio, Texas 
JoyRide’s Fourth Location to Offer Same High-Energy, Calorie-Torching 

Indoor Cycling Classes   !
April 14, 2014 (Westport, Conn.) -- San Antonio, Texas will soon get a new jolt of exercise joy 
when JoyRide Cycling Studio, the Connecticut-based fitness boutique dedicated to indoor 
cycling, will bring its high-energy, calorie-torching and full-body workouts this August.  JoyRide 
will join forces with Westport-turned-San Antonio residents Becky and Joe Cerroni to open the 
popular studio on Broadway in downtown San Antonio, a hotbed for young professionals and 
families, as well as a buzzing art and music scene.  !
JoyRide, which already has three popular studios in Fairfield County -- Westport, Darien and 
Ridgefield — is known for its premier group indoor cycling classes, led by expert and 
enthusiastic instructors specially trained in the exclusive JoyRide Method. JoyRide’s classes 
combine core elements of Pilates and indoor cycling to maximize cardiovascular benefits and 
burn calories and fat.  Enthusiastic riders infuse classes with energy, taking the ride from “just 
exercise” to an endorphin-surged and challenging workout, set to heart-pounding and ever-
changing playlists.    !
"We couldn’t be more excited to partner with Becky and Joe to spread the joy to Texas,” said 
JoyRide co-founder Amy Hochhauser.  “They were two of our biggest fans when we opened our 
first studio in Westport three years ago.  Now that they have left us for San Antonio, we know 
they will translate our passion for indoor cycling into a new fitness following in their new 
hometown.  We can’t wait to celebrate their huge success.”   !
While living in Westport with her husband, Joe, and three young children, Becky Cerroni, a San 
Antonian and environmental conservationist, became hooked on JoyRide as a stress reliever and 
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an excellent way to stay fit and healthy.  A fitness enthusiast, Joe found JoyRide to be the first 
workout he could fit in to his busy work schedule in finance, thanks to efficient, calorie-torching 
early morning workouts. When they moved their family to San Antonio last summer, they 
searched for an indoor cycling studio that had the same enthusiasm and top-notch indoor cycling 
as JoyRide.  !
“When we saw the need for a studio dedicated to cycling, we decided to bring JoyRide, a 
positive, hip brand that embodies joy, fitness and  health, to our beloved city of San Antonio,” 
said Becky Cerroni.  "Like the studios in Connecticut, we want our riders to experience intense 
and fun workouts in an inclusive, motivating environment where everyone knows each other’s 
names. JoyRide’s strong community is like an extended family.”!!
The Cerronis are designing a state-of-the-art, 1,600-plus square-foot indoor cycling studio with 
36 new bikes, a high-end sound system and ventilation, free parking, as well as showers and 
locker rooms. Local architect Davis Sprinkle, known for his design of the Culinary Institute of 
America at the Pearl Brewery and other San Antonio landmarks, has designed the modern and 
inviting studio. They will also partner with local businesses to provide healthy food options for 
post-workout fuel.  !
As an homage to the vibrant art scene in San Antonio, the Cerronis have commissioned 
celebrated local artist Cruz Ortiz to design a JoyRide 12-by-24-foot mural in the lobby of the 
new studio. !
Low Impact, High Calorie Burn 
JoyRide classes are geared toward all ages, genders and fitness levels -- from the seasoned 
athlete in top shape to someone who has just started or re-entered an exercise program. One of 
JoyRide’s co-founders and the lead instructor, Rhodie Lorenz, designed JoyRide's exclusive 
training method, which combines core elements of Pilates with high-quality indoor cycling to 
maximize cardiovascular benefits, lower blood pressure, develop muscle tone and reduce body 
fat.  When it first opens, JoyRide Texas will offer beginner classes for people of all ages to learn 
the basics of indoor cycling.  !
Because indoor cycling is interval-based -- the intensity varies throughout the class by changing 
body positions, pedal speed and resistance -- it is one of the most efficient ways to torch calories. 
Riders can burn between 600-800 calories in a single, 50-minute class.  During the last 10 
minutes of class, pedaling is combined with a form-focused upper body workout using a 
weighted body bar. !
“Our riders get a whole-body workout on the bike, which translates into optimal results,” said 
Lorenz.  “Instructors at JoyRide emphasize safety and form throughout the ride. Riders are 
taught to engage abdominal muscles to create a more powerful pedal stroke and protect their 
lower backs, to breathe deeply while exerting themselves physically, and to clear their minds and 



disconnect from the busyness of their daily lives. Riders gain a 50-minute workout to improve 
mental and physical fitness.” !
While each JoyRider can control his or her own individual resistance and cadence on the bike, 
it’s impossible not to feed off the other riders’ collective energy.  The group’s enthusiasm can 
inspire, motivate, and push riders to a higher level of fitness and self-discovery. !
Every JoyRide class is specifically choreographed to an ever-changing and diverse playlist of 
rock, pop, and hip-hop, classic and contemporary music to motivate riders and increase the fun 
factor.  Instructors cue riders to ride to the beat, adjusting resistance appropriately to follow the 
tempo. Synchronizing the pedal speed or cadence to a beat enables riders to connect with the 
music and create rhythm on the bike.   !
Affecting Change, One Rider at a Time 
When the three founders and owners of JoyRide -- Amy Hochhauser, Debbie Katz and Rhodie 
Lorenz -- opened their first studio three years ago, they made sure to incorporate philanthropy 
into their business plan. Their stressed the importance of bringing a community together to get 
fit, build healthy lifestyles -- and, on a local, national and global scale, affect change.  They have 
witnessed, first-hand, how indoor cycling can change people’s outlook on exercising and 
overcome challenges on and off the bike.  Over the past three years, JoyRide and its community 
have raised more than $400,000 for charitable causes.  !
“JoyRide is passionate about indoor cycling, community, and making a difference in people's 
lives,” said Lorenz.  “When you channel passion and dedication in a positive way, you can 
change your world!” !
In the first year JoyRide was open in Westport, the studio raised more than $154,500 for 
charitable causes by hosting indoor cycling fundraisers and training rides, as well as organizing 
teams to participate for fundraising events outside of the studio.  Since that first year, JoyRide 
has opened its second studio in Darien, licensed a studio in Ridgefield, and almost doubled that 
fundraising number.  !
"We love being able to give back to the local community, as well as large charities,” said Katz. 
“Our riders’ dedication and generosity are inspiring!" !
JoyRide San Antonio will be open six days a week and will offer classes starting at 6 a.m. for the 
early risers and commuters, followed by consecutive classes through 1 p.m. They will reopen 
mid-afternoon for teen and tween classes, followed by evening classes.   !
For more information, class descriptions, instructor bios, blogs and reservations, please visit 
JoyRide’s web site at joyridetexas.com.    !
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Address: 1915 Broadway, San Antonio, Texas  78215 
Phone: 210-776-6774 
Email: admin@JoyRideTexas.com 
Web site: joyridetexas.com 
Facebook: facebook.com/joyridetexas 
Twitter: @joyride_texas 
Video: http://vimeo.com/63965009 
YouTube.com/JoyRideStudios !
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